America's Political 3rd Party
Republicans

Democrats
RINO-Rats

On the 2019 campaign trail, presidential candidate Bernie Sanders declared his
administration had a "new vision for America". The vision included taxing the wealthy
to fund socialist policies that would resolve the homeless crisis, create Medicare-for-all
programs (forcing healthcare to become a human right), and provide free education
and childcare for every citizen.
This bombastic speech-making left the other Democrats floundering with their
promises. Some offered freebies but tried to be less extreme about their approach.
Williams, no doubt on strong uppers with her "make love not war" campaign...Yang
wanted to print thousand dollar bills...O'Rourke wanted to somehow make America
safer without guns...Bloomberg bought a million dollar soap box...what a freak show!
Say what you will about Sanders, at least, he did not mince words. His intentions to
destroy the American Republic were very clear and he offered no apologies. Though
technically an Independent, Sanders had no problem with moderators referring to
him as a socialist during the debates. At other times, he clarified he was a Democraticsocialist (which has no real definition other than identifying as a socialist living in a
democratic society).
Fast-forward to spring 2021. The Democrats have morphed into a full-blown
tyrannical regime, leaving moderates and classical liberals by the wayside. Basically, if
you're not an all out leftist, progressive, offended by everybody and everything, then
you're no longer a Democrat. Likewise, on the right, many Republicans have shown
their true colors by voting to impeach Trump a second time, feigning disbelief in
election "irregularities", and siding with Pelosi to form a "9/11 style commission" to
investigate the January 6th Capital breach.
These establishment Dems and Repubs are who I'm referring to as the RINO-Rat Party.
They are the coalition of alienation and estrangement. They are globalist elites and
wannabes who have completely abandoned their voter base. They smile in the face of
the American public while blaming all our problems on Trump, Russia, and racism.
Their spokespeople incite violence and their policies are meant to secure world
domination. They're all eaten up with lust for power and money and the media paint
them as heroes in the mainstream. They have only further divided the nation.
The only way to stop this new party of radicals and cowards is for all of us - liberals,
independents, conservatives, no party - to unite at the polls. This country still belongs
to We The People. Forget about picking your favorite candidates and cast a vote for
policies that enable every American to live peaceably, free from government control.
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